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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
Charge Trap Transistors (CTT): Turning Logic Transistors into Embedded Non-Volatile 
Memory for Advanced High-k/Metal Gate CMOS Technologies 
 
by 
 
Faraz Khan 
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical and Computer Engineering 
University of California, Los Angeles, 2020 
Professor Jason C. S. Woo, Co-Chair 
Professor Subramanian S. Iyer, Co-Chair 
 
 
While need for embedded non-volatile memory (eNVM) in modern computing systems 
continues to grow rapidly, the options have been limited due to integration and scaling 
challenges as well as operational voltage incompatibilities. Introduced in this work is a unique 
multi-time programmable memory (MTPM) solution for advanced high-k/metal-gate (HKMG) 
CMOS technologies which turns as-fabricated standard logic transistors into eNVM elements, 
without the need for any process adders or additional masks. These logic transistors, when 
employed as eNVM elements, are dubbed “Charge Trap Transistors” (CTTs). The fundamental 
device physics, principles of operation, and technological breakthroughs required for employing 
   iii 
logic transistors as eNVM are presented. Implementation of CTT eNVM in 32 nm, 22 nm, 14 nm, 
and 7 nm production technologies has been realized and demonstrated in this work. The 
emerging memory technology landscape and the space that the CTT technology occupies therein 
are examined. 
The motivation behind this work is to develop an eNVM technology that is completely 
process/mask-free, multi-time programmable, operable at low/logic-compatible voltages, 
scalable, and secure. The CTT technology satisfies all of the aforementioned criteria. CTTs offer 
a data retention lifetime of > 10 years at 125 °C and an operation temperature range of -55°-125° 
C. Hardware results demonstrate an endurance of > 10
4
 P/E cycles which is more than adequate 
for most embedded applications. Hardware security enhancement, on-chip reconfigurable 
encryption, firmware, BIOS, chip ID, redundancy, repair at wafer and module test and in the 
field, performance tailoring, and chip configuration are a few of the applications of CTT eNVM. 
Moreover, the CTT array in its native (unprogrammed) state measures very well as an entropy 
source for potential PUF (Physically Unclonable Function) applications such as identification, 
authentication, anti-counterfeiting, secure boot, and cryptographic IP. In addition to the 
numerous digital applications, CTTs can also be utilized as an analog memory for applications 
like neuromorphic computing for machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI).  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES 
The availability of on-chip non-volatile memory for advanced high-k/metal gate (HKMG) 
CMOS technology nodes has been constrained by integration and scaling challenges as well as 
operational voltage incompatibilities, while its need continues to grow rapidly in modern 
computing systems. Existing embedded memory solutions for HKMG CMOS technologies such 
as eFUSE [1], [2] and gate breakdown anti-fuse [3], [4] are one-time programmable and face 
scaling challenges. 1T1R eFUSE solutions, while operable at logic-compatible voltages, require 
a high current during the programming operation due to which the cell size must be several times 
larger than that of a logic transistor making them intangible for high density applications. 
eFUSEs therefore do not scale well in advanced and FinFET process technologies and when 
larger capacity one-time programmable memory (OTPM) is needed, the required area can be 
considerable. With the transition from traditional polysilicon-gate CMOS logic process to 
HKMG CMOS logic process in advanced technology nodes, the polysilicon eFUSE has been 
replaced by metal fuses, where the fuses are continuous metal shapes etched on the silicon 
surface. eFUSEs operate on the principle of electromigration (EM) and are programmed at the 
time of manufacturing: application of high voltages to selected fuse metal lines causes EM and 
subsequently disconnects (opens) the metal lines. However, eFUSEs suffer from high leakage 
current in the standby mode and from re-growth issues where the same electromigration that 
causes the metal lines to disconnect can also result in the metal lines to unintentionally connect 
again, changing the data intended to be stored. On the other hand, the anti-fuse technology 
employs an oxide-breakdown technique known to offer higher densities at the cost of using high 
 2 
 
voltages (>4V) which may be outside some technology limits or pose EMIR 
(electromigration/IR drop) concerns to periphery circuits due to the required high-density current 
flows. Additionally, reliably (irreversibly) breaking down ultra-thin gate oxides is becoming 
increasingly challenging, posing an additional constraint for anti-fuse technology scaling. Other 
solutions such as split-gate (SG) MONOS [5] and floating-gate (FG) type eFLASH [6], [7], [8] 
are multi-time programmable but require significant amount of additional masks and processing 
and require high voltages (up to ~10V) to operate. Moreover, scaling of FG eFLASH into 
FinFET technologies is unlikely due to significant process complexity and integration 
challenges. Emerging memory technologies such as MRAM [9], [10], [11], ReRAM [12], and 
PCM [13], [14], while multi-time programmable and generally operable at logic compatible 
voltages, require additional complex processes and masks. 
The motivation of this work is to develop a multi-time programmable embedded non-
volatile memory (eNVM) technology that is completely process-free/mask-free, operable at 
logic-compatible voltages (~2V), and scalable. The CTT technology, a novel multi-time 
programmable memory (MTPM) solution for advanced HKMG CMOS technology nodes which 
turns as-fabricated standard logic transistors into eNVM elements, satisfies all of the 
aforementioned criteria. While each of the technologies discussed earlier has its advantages and 
disadvantages, it must be noted that CTT is the only eNVM technology that is completely 
process- and mask-free i.e. it requires no additional processes or masks: this presents a 
significant time to market and cost advantage over all other memory technologies. Additionally, 
CTT eNVM offers a secure solution for data and hardware security. Data stored in eFUSE and 
anti-fuse memories can be reverse engineered (Fig. 1.1) using SEM voltage contrasting. On the 
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other hand, data stored as trapped charge in a very thin dielectric (physical thickness to the order 
of ~ 1 nm or less) is very secure from reverse engineering and security attacks. 
 
   
Fig. 1.1. SEM voltage contrasting showing blown vs. unblown anti-fuses (left) and a blown vs. unblown eFUSE 
(right), both in a 14 nm FinFET technology. 
 
Potential applications of the CTT technology include hardware security, on-chip 
reconfigurable encryption, firmware, BIOS, chip ID, configuration memory, redundancy, repair 
at wafer and module test and in the field, and performance tailoring. Moreover, the CTT array in 
its native (unprogrammed) state measures very well as an entropy source for potential PUF 
(Physically Unclonable Function) applications such as identification, authentication, anti-
counterfeiting, secure boot, and cryptographic IP. In addition to the numerous digital 
applications, CTTs can also be utilized as an analog memory for machine learning (ML) and 
artificial intelligence (AI) applications. A comparison between the various eNVM solutions and 
the CTT is shown in Fig. 1.2; The CTT is the only eNVM technology that is completely process-
free / mask-free and multi-time programmable, operable at logic compatible voltages, secure, 
and scalable in bulk/SOI/FIN technologies. Given the eFLASH complexity and scaling 
challenges and no clear roadmap to sub-28 nm nodes, eFLASH replacement technologies are 
needed. A snapshot of the eNVM landscape and the emerging technologies for potential 
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replacement of eFLASH for code/data storage and SRAM/eDRAM for working memory in 14 
nm technology nodes and beyond, and where the CTT eNVM technology fits therein, is depicted 
in Fig. 1.3. 
The objective of this work is to introduce the fundamental device physics and principles 
of operation of CTTs and to demonstrate viability of the CTT eNVM technology for advanced 
HKMG CMOS technology nodes. Also introduced are the technological breakthroughs required 
for employing CTTs as a commercially viable multi-time programmable eNVM technology, 
along with design and reliability considerations. Implementation of CTT eNVM in 32nm, 22nm, 
14nm, and 7nm production technologies has been realized and demonstrated in this work. 
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Fig. 1.2. CTT eNVM vs. alternative eNVM solutions. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3. Application mapping: Emerging eNVM landscape. 
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1.2 DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 
The motivation and objectives of this work are discussed in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 
provides an introduction to and overview of the Charge Trap Transistor (CTT) eNVM 
technology for advanced HKMG CMOS technology nodes. A detailed discussion on the 
fundamental principles of operation of the CTT and its implementation as a one-time 
programmable memory (OTPM) is included in Chapter 3. The fundamental understanding and 
technological breakthroughs required for employing CTTs as a multi-time programmable 
memory (MTPM) are presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, a compact model that can be used to 
accurately characterize and predict the behavior of CTTs and reliability considerations in the 
CTT eNVM technology are discussed. A summary of this work and corresponding conclusions 
and outlook are presented in Chapter 6. 
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2. CHARGE TRAP TRANSISTORS (CTT): AN INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
 
HfO2 used as gate dielectric in high-k/metal gate (HKMG) CMOS technologies is known 
to have oxygen vacancy (Fig. 2.1) related charge traps [1], [2], [3]. An oxygen vacancy is a 
thermo-dynamic point defect caused by the diffusion of oxygen from HfO2, which leaves behind 
a positively charged vacancy defect [4]. It is also known that bias stress induced charge trapping 
and defect generation in HfO2 are strongly accelerated by temperature [5], [6]. While charge 
trapping in HfO2 is typically considered to be a nuisance, as it is a source of variability in devices 
and in turn circuits, it is demonstrated in this work that this propensity for charge trapping in 
HfO2 can indeed be utilized as a feature for embedded non-volatile memory (eNVM) 
applications in HKMG CMOS technologies. Charge trapping in high-k dielectrics such as HfO2 
for non-volatile memory (NVM) applications has been proposed before. In this work, however, it 
is shown that charge trapping in HfO2 can be exploited for turning as-fabricated standard logic 
transistors into multi-time programmable (MTP) non-volatile memory elements that operate at 
logic compatible voltages without the need for any additional processes or masks: the 
fundamental device physics, principles of operation, and technological breakthroughs required 
are introduced. It is demonstrated that application of appropriate, logic compatible, voltages that 
are higher than nominal (~0.9V) can lead to enhanced charge trapping in the high-k gate 
dielectric material of HKMG logic transistors, resulting in threshold voltage shifts (ΔVT) that are 
large and stable enough to be utilized as a non-volatile data storage mechanism. These as-
fabricated standard logic transistors, when employed as eNVM elements, are dubbed “Charge 
Trap Transistors” (CTTs). In other words, CTTs are simply as-fabricated, standard HKMG 
CMOS logic transistors (Fig. 2.2) operated in an enhanced charge trapping mode. 
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Fig. 2.1. Oxygen vacancy in HfO2 generated by oxygen atom dislocation from the HfO2 molecule [4]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2. TEM cross-sections of a 14nm FinFET CTT in the x- and y- directions (perpendicular and parallel 
to the FIN direction, respectively). 
 
The fundamental principle of operation for programming CTTs is ‘device self-heating 
enhanced charge trapping’ [7], [8], [9]: the device threshold voltage (VT) is modulated by charge 
trapped in the high-k dielectric of the HKMG device where the magnitude as well as stability 
(retention) of the trapped charge has a positive correlation to the self-heating temperature. The 
programming is typically done using short gate bias (VG) pulses of ~1.8-2.0V with a drain bias 
(VD) of ~1.3-1.6V, while the source bias (VS) and substrate bias (VX) are 0V (Fig. 2.3). The 
pulse of high channel current causes device self-heating while the high vertical field assists the 
electrons to inject into the gate and be trapped in the high-k dielectric, causing VT to increase. 
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While detailed discussions are included in subsequent chapters, it is worthwhile pointing out here 
that the magnitude as well as the stability (retention) of the trapped charge is significantly 
enhanced due to the (self-heating induced) high temperature during the programming operation, 
resulting in large and stable VT shifts suitable for NVM applications requiring high-temperature 
operation. The impact of device self-heating on the magnitude as well as the stability (retention) 
of the trapped charge is demonstrated in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5. Fig. 2.4 shows the measured ΔVT 
from a CTT programmed, using the same programming voltage (VG), with and without device 
self-heating and Fig. 2.5 shows the measured charge de-trapping activation energies (Ea) for 
devices programmed at various device self-heating temperatures: it is clear that the magnitude as 
well as charge retention characteristics are significantly enhanced by device self-heating during 
the charge trapping (programming) operation.  The self-heating enhanced charge trapping is 
demonstrated to have excellent stability for the resulting device threshold voltage shifts to be 
used as a mechanism for non-volatile data storage: data retention lifetime of > 10 years at 125 °C 
has been demonstrated. Detailed discussions on maximizing the impact of device self-heating for 
improved operation efficiency and data retention for CTT memory are included in subsequent 
chapters.  
 
Fig. 2.3. A schematic of the CTT programming operation. 
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Fig. 2.4. Measured ΔVT from a CTT programmed with and without device self-heating. 
 
 
Fig. 2.5. Measured charge de-trapping activation energies (Ea) for CTTs programmed at various device self-heating 
temperatures. 
 
The device VT is modulated by the charge trapped in the high-k dielectric, whereafter 
each unique VT value can be interpreted as a unique bit e.g. “0” and “1” for two unique VT 
levels. The VT of a transistor can be expressed by the following basic equation, where Qox is the 
quantity that is modulated due to the charge trapped in the gate dielectric: 
V
G
 + channel current 
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where 
F  is the substrate Fermi potential (difference between the Fermi Level and the Intrinsic Fermi Level) 
ms  is the work function difference between the gate metal and the substrate 
oxQ  is the trapped charge in the gate dielectric 
dmQ  is the maximum charge held by the depletion layer at inversion 
oxC  is the capacitance of the gate dielectric 
 
It is clear that the effective threshold voltage of the device can be altered by the amount 
of charge in the high-k dielectric i.e. VT = VT0 + ΔVT, where ΔVT is given by ΔQox/Cox. 
The basic erase operation in CTT memory devices can be achieved by applying a 
negative gate-to-substrate bias, while the source, drain, and substrate are grounded, to 
electrostatically emit trapped charge. However, as discussed in subsequent chapters, this erase 
technique results in an inefficient erase: a technique called “Self-heating Temperature Assisted 
eRase” (STAR) has been developed [10], [11], [12] to address this issue and achieve high erase 
efficiency, which ultimately results in a significant improvement in the memory window and the 
program/erase cycling endurance of CTTs. 
Fig. 2.6 shows a schematic depicting the basic operation of a CTT memory device. It 
must be noted that, while schematics of a planar device are shown for demonstration here, the 
phenomenon of intrinsic self-heating enhanced charge trapping is equally applicable to FinFET 
technologies. Self-heating in SOI planar technologies is of course higher as compared to bulk 
planar technologies. Self-heating in bulk FinFETs, while generally less than SOI FinFETs, is 
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comparable to SOI planar devices and increases considerably with scaling [13], [14]: this makes 
the CTT technology highly scalable. Implementation of CTT eNVM has been demonstrated in 
32nm SOI planar, 22nm SOI planar, 14nm SOI FinFET, 14nm bulk FinFET, and 7nm bulk 
FinFET technology nodes, including fully functional product prototype memory arrays. The CTT 
technology offers logic voltage compatible operation, scalability, high density (~0.144µm
2
/bit 
for 22nm and ~0.082µm
2
/bit for 14nm technology), and excellent retention (> 10 years @ 125 
°C) for a fully integrated and scalable MTP eNVM that can be implemented without the need for 
any added process complexity or masks. In addition to being multi-time programmable, owed to 
the aforementioned advantages the CTT technology offers a better alternative to existing one-
time programmable (OTP) technologies like eFUSE [15] and gate breakdown anti-fuse [16] as it 
can be used more effectively for yield improvement, chip configuration, redundancy, repair at 
wafer and module test and in the field , performance tailoring, and hardware security 
improvements such as chip ID and on-chip reconfigurable encryption key and firmware storage 
with lower power, higher density, and higher scalability, at no additional processing cost. 
 
 
Fig. 2.6. A schematic depicting the basic operation of a CTT memory device (equally applicable to planar FET as 
well as FinFET based CTTs). 
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3. SELF-HEATING ENHANCED CHARGE TRAPPING AND                                           
CTT DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 
 
In this chapter, the impact of device self-heating on the charge trapping behavior in   
high-k/metal-gate (HKMG) CMOS logic devices is studied, analyzed, and characterized. The 
magnitude of charge trapping is of course dependent on the applied gate bias i.e. the charge 
injection field. However, it is demonstrated that the channel temperature (T) during charge 
injection (programming), dictated by the device thermal resistance (Rth), also plays significant 
and perhaps a more important role in the charge trapping behavior. The phenomenon of self-
heating enhanced charge trapping has been verified and studied on CTTs in several commercial 
technologies including 32 nm SOI planar, 22 nm SOI planar, 14 nm SOI FinFET, 14 nm bulk 
FinFET, and 7 nm bulk FinFET nodes, as demonstrated and discussed in subsequent chapters. 
CTTs in 22 nm SOI planar and 14 nm bulk FinFET nodes are used for demonstration purposes in 
this chapter. 
The rise in device temperature during the CTT programming operation, or during any 
operation of any device for that matter, is given by the product of Rth and the applied power (P) 
i.e. ΔT = Rth×P = Rth×(Ich×VD) where Ich is the channel current and VD is the applied drain-to-
source bias. It is clear that the channel temperature can be increased by the applied power e.g. by 
increasing VD and/or reducing the device channel length. However, in addition to an increase in 
self-heating temperature, a higher VD and/or reduced channel length also results in an increased 
amount of hot carrier injection (HCI). In order to decouple the impact of the lateral electric field 
from the impact of temperature, device layout-dependent effects can be manipulated to strongly 
modulate and enhance the device Rth i.e. considerably higher device temperatures can be 
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achieved for the same power and applied electric fields. In other words, it is demonstrated that 
the charge trapping is dependent not only on the channel power density during the programming 
operation, which is controlled by drain bias and device channel length, but it is also strongly 
modulated by the device layout. Thus, identical power densities in electrically identical devices 
(identical channel lengths and widths) with different device layouts, and different Rth, result in 
significantly different charge trapping behaviors. While device self-heating strongly influences 
the magnitude of charge trapping, it is found that the self-heating temperature during the charge 
injection (programming) operation also significantly enhances the stability (retention) of the 
trapped charge. 
The implications of the findings for the application of high-k/metal-gate logic devices as 
embedded memory elements, dubbed as “Charge Trap Transistors” or “CTTs”, for non-volatile 
data storage in high-k/metal-gate CMOS technologies without added process complexity are 
discussed in this chapter. Considerations for optimization of bitcell design and operation 
conditions for CTT memory are also included.  
3.1 MODULATION OF SELF-HEATING ENHANCED CHARGE TRAPPING WITH BIAS 
For this study, experiments are performed on devices fabricated in a 22 nm high-
performance SOI technology [1]. First, device threshold voltage shifts (ΔVT) are measured 
during pulsed gate voltage ramp sweeps (PVRS) for various fixed drain bias (VD) conditions. 
Gate bias (VG) is applied using 10ms pulses of increasing magnitudes in 50mV increments. After 
each pulse, the device threshold voltage (VT) is measured within 10ms. Each device is ramped 
until breakdown and Fig. 3.1 shows the measured ΔVT values until before breakdown. Details on 
the PVRS technique can be found in [2]. The pre-stress VT of each device is ~280mV. Two 
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observations are made; Firstly, at higher VD’s (higher lateral field and self-heating), equivalent 
ΔVT’s are achievable at substantially lower VG’s. This is attributed to the impact of an enhanced 
level of HCI and charge trapping with increasing VD as well as to enhanced charge trapping due 
to device self-heating [3] with increasing VD. Secondly, the maximum achievable ΔVT before 
device breakdown initially increases and then starts to decrease with increasing VD. The 
breakdown of devices under low VD conditions is electric field driven (high gate-to-drain bias, 
VGD) whereas the breakdown of devices under high VD conditions (which happens at much lower 
VGD) is self-heating driven, which is a well-known phenomenon [4]. Shifts in ΔVT vs. VG trends 
before hard breakdown may be indicative of the beginning of soft breakdown [5]. 
 
Fig. 3.1. ΔVT as a function of PVRS stress with 10ms pulses at various fixed VD values (Wch=1.04 um, L=20 nm). 
 
3.2 EXPLOITING DEVICE LAYOUT-DEPENDENT EFFECTS FOR MODULATION OF SELF-
HEATING ENHANCED CHARGE TRAPPING 
While studying the impact of drain bias using the PVRS technique, as discussed in the 
previous section, is useful for understanding the dynamic charge trapping behavior as well as its 
bias dependence, that technique does not allow one to decouple the effect of the lateral electric 
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field from the self-heating effects. In order to understand and quantify the impact of device self-
heating on charge trapping in CTTs and to separate the impact of electric field from the thermal 
effects, layout-dependent effects are exploited to modulate the Rth of devices, while all other 
electrical parameters are kept constant.  
To demonstrate the layout dependence of the thermal resistance and in turn self-heating 
enhanced charge trapping in planar devices, 22 nm SOI [1] CTTs with various geometries are 
studied. Identical program pulses (35ms at VG=2V and VD=1.3V) are applied to the same 
channel width (Wch) but various channel lengths (L) are and the VT’s are measured within 10ms. 
It is seen that ΔVT increases as L decreases (Fig. 3.2(a)), which is expected and consistent with 
increasing levels of hot carriers and self-heating (due to increase in lateral field) and decreasing 
VT (due to short-channel effects) with decreasing L. However, when identical program pulses are 
applied to devices with the same L and various Wch, it is observed that ΔVT increases with Wch 
(Fig. 3.2(b)). This phenomenon of ΔVT varying with Wch (while vertical and lateral fields and L 
are the same, and therefore the level of HCI is the same) is not readily explained by merely a 
field-dependent charge injection mechanism and is attributed to the impact of self-heating, which 
is strongly modulated by Wch. Additionally, as demonstrated and discussed in detail later in this 
section, the negligible asymmetry between forward- and reverse-mode measurements after 
device programming at nominal conditions provides further evidence that drain-side HCI is 
indeed not the dominant charge injection mechanism in CTTs. The level of asymmetry, however, 
can be modulated by the applied VD during the programming operation (high values of VD result 
in a higher level of drain-side HCI). The reader is reminded that typically VG > VD during the 
CTT programming operation. Throughout this work, the chuck temperature is always maintained 
at 25 °C unless otherwise stated. 
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Fig. 3.2. Measured ΔVT vs. (a) device channel length (Wch=1.04 um) and (b) device channel width (L=20 nm). 
 
To quantify the impact of layout to the device thermal resistance and demonstrate its 
subsequent impact on self-heating enhanced charge trapping, single-finger devices vs. multi-
finger (split-channel) devices are studied. Both devices have a total Wch of 1.04 um where each 
channel in the multi-finger devices, separated by trench isolation, has a width of Wch/4. Both 
devices are identical to each other except for the channel width and have a channel length of 20 
nm. Layouts of the two devices are shown in Fig. 3.3(a) and Fig. 3.3(b) respectively. First, 
channel thermal profiles of the two devices are analyzed. Thermal simulations have been carried 
out using finite element analysis (Comsol™). Full 3D structural simulations of the devices are 
analyzed and solved for temperature distribution and heat flux. Fig. 3.4(a) and Fig. 3.4(b) show 
the channel temperature (T) profiles of the two devices for an applied power density of 
4mW/um. It is clear that Wch/active area significantly modulates the device Rth and in turn self-
heating. In multi-finger devices, the area for vertical heat flow is effectively larger than the area 
for power dissipation. Additionally, the larger area for lateral heat dissipation and the higher 
number of contacts per unit width in multi-finger devices are also responsible for higher heat 
dissipation and thus a lower Rth as compared to single-finger devices. The extracted Rth for the 
(a) (b) 
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single-finger device is ~1.3x compared to the multi-finger device (65.9 vs. 50.8 K/mW, 
respectively). Additionally, simulation results show that the devices reach thermal equilibrium 
within ~200 ns (Fig. 3.5). 
 
Fig. 3.3 (a) Single-finger and (b) Multi-finger device layout. 
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Steady-state thermal profiles for a (a) single-channel and (b) multi-channel device in the Wch direction, 
for an applied power of 4mW/um. 
 
 
Fig. 3.5. Rise in channel temperature  vs. time for self-heating (4mW/um applied power). 
(a) 
(b) 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 3.6(a) shows the measured ΔVT vs. applied power density for devices that were used 
for the thermal simulations. The power is varied by varying VD while VG=2V. It is seen that, for 
the same power density, ΔVT for the single-channel device is considerably higher as compared to 
the split-channel device and the difference is greater at higher power densities. However, when 
plotted as a function of the calculated channel temperature (Fig. 3.6(b)), the ΔVT characteristics 
of the two devices are almost identical except at very high temperatures where the single-channel 
device seems to have slightly higher ΔVT. In other words, ΔVT behaviors of the devices show a 
very strong correlation to the self-heating temperature as opposed to the applied power density. It is 
clear from these results that the device self-heating temperature is a significant factor in 
modulating the charge trapping behavior.  
   
Fig. 3.6. Measured ΔVT vs. (a) applied power density and (b) channel T during programming. It is observed that, at 
higher T's, the rate of increase in ΔVT is higher. 
 
Thus far, it has been shown how layout-dependent effects in planar devices can be 
manipulated to modulate and enhance the self-heating effect and in turn the programming 
efficiency in CTTs - Device self-heating (or alternatively thermal resistance, Rth) and therefore 
programming efficiency is strongly influenced by the width of each active channel in the planar 
(a) (b) 
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devices: a single wide channel device shows a considerably higher programming efficiency as 
compared to a device with multiple narrower channels in parallel.  
Next, how the CTT bitcell design can be manipulated to exploit layout-dependent effects 
significantly enhance the programming efficiency in FinFET-based CTTs is demonstrated; 
experiments are performed on hardware in a 14 nm FinFET technology [6]. Nominal nFET 
devices with a gate length of 14 nm and EOT of ~1.3 nm are used.  
Unlike planar devices, the width of each active channel in FinFET devices is quantized 
i.e. the channel width of a device can only be increased by connecting multiple fins, and 
therefore a single channel cannot be made wider to increase the device Rth. However, the 
efficiency of thermal dissipation, and in turn the Rth, of FinFET devices can be modulated by 
changing the aspect ratio of the device i.e. by reconfiguration of the number of fins-to-number of 
gates ratio in each device. Another way to modulate the device Rth is by isolating bitcells from 
each other.  
In order to optimize the bitcell layout to improve the effect of device self-heating and in 
turn the programming efficiency of CTTs in FinFET technologies, four different bitcell layouts 
are fabricated and studied. A ‘1 gate × 12 fin’ bitcell (Fig. 3.7(a)) and a ‘2 gate × 6 fin’ bitcell 
(Fig. 3.7(b)) are investigated. In addition to the bitcell aspect ratio, we investigate the impact of 
isolating the bitcells from each other, i.e. each bitcell is fabricated on an active “island” separated 
by a trench isolation. Fig. 3.7 (c) and Fig. 3.7 (d) show the isolated ‘1 gate × 12 fin’ and ‘2 gate × 
6 fin’ bitcells, respectively. It must be noted that the only difference between each bitcell is the 
layout: each bitcell is composed of 12 FETs. The bitcells are programmed at VG = 2V, VD = 
1.4V, and VS = 0V using 2.5 ms pulses and the VT’s are measured after each pulse. In order to 
study the charge trapping behavior in the absence of self-heating (no channel current, Ich), 
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devices are also programmed at VG = 2V and VD = VS = 0V. In order to examine the thermal 
dissipation properties of the corresponding bitcell designs, 3D finite element thermal 
simulations, using Sentaurus Interconnect, are also performed. For each bitcell, a power density 
of 7.1×10
12
 W/cm
3 
associated with the Joule heating produced from current flow in the active fin 
channels during programming is applied and the respective channel temperatures and Rth values 
are extracted.  
 
Fig. 3.7. Top down views of (a) ‘1 gate × 12 fin’, (b) ‘2 gate × 6 fin’, (c) ‘1 gate × 12 fin’ on active “island”, and (d) 
‘2 gate × 6 fin’ on active “island” CTT bitcell layouts. 
 
The bitcell steady-state temperatures, achieved within ~50 ns (Fig. 3.8), during the 
programming operation are shown in Fig. 3.9. The thermal profiles along the gate direction 
(perpendicular to the fins), at programming conditions, of each of the four bitcells (Fig. 3.10) 
show that the ‘2×6’ layout has a higher Rth and hence, for identical power densities, a higher 
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channel temperature as compared to the ‘1×12’ layout. Furthermore, isolated bitcells have a 
higher Rth as compared to their un-isolated counterparts. Measured (hardware) data for the VT 
shift (ΔVT) vs. programming time (tP) for each of the fabricated bitcell designs is shown in Fig. 
3.11. From the measured hardware data and the corresponding thermal simulations, we make two 
key observations: First, in the presence of self-heating, bitcells with different layouts (and in turn 
Rth) exhibit considerably different behaviors with identical programing conditions. With the 
isolated ‘2×6’ bitcell, ΔVT for the same tP increases > 60%, > 30%, and > 10% as compared to 
the unisolated ‘1×12’ bitcell, the isolated ‘1×12’ bitcell, and the unisolated ‘2×6’ bitcell, 
respectively. The isolated ‘2×6’ bitcell enables a 6× reduction in tP to reach the target ΔVT as 
compared to the unisolated ‘1×12’ bitcell (Fig. 3.11 (a)). Secondly, in the absence of self-heating 
(Fig. 3.11 (b)), ΔVT is negligible for the same VG and that all the devices behave identically. 
These results are consistent with the findings in 32 and 22 nm planar SOI CTTs. 
 
 
Fig. 3.8. Rise in bitcell temperature vs. time during the program operation. 
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Fig. 3.9. 3D finite element thermal simulation of the programming operation of CTT bitcell structures with (a) ‘1 
gate×12 fin’, (b) ‘2 gate×6 fin’, (c) ‘1 gate×12 fin’ on active “island”, and (d) ‘2 gate×6 fin’ on active “island” 
layouts. 
 
 
  
Fig. 3.10. Thermal profiles, during programming, of the bitcell layouts shown in Fig. 3.9, along the gate direction. 
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Fig. 3.11. ΔVT vs. tP for CTT bitcells with various layouts. The devices are programmed with (a) VG=2V, VD=1.4V, 
VS=0V and (b) VG=2V, VD=VS=0V. 
 
3.3 CHARGE INJECTION MECHANISM AND THE CHARGE TRAPPING PROFILE  
In order to understand the charge injection behavior and mechanism(s), charge injection 
currents during the programming operation are measured at the gate terminal of 14 nm FinFET 
CTTs. Fig. 3.12(a) shows the increase in normalized charge injection currents measured, during 
programming using various power densities, from devices with different Rth. Similar to what is 
observed for the ΔVT trends, for the same power density the charge injection current in the 
single-channel device (higher Rth) is considerably higher as compared to the split-channel device 
(lower Rth). However, when viewed as a function of the calculated channel temperature (Fig. 
3.12(b)), the charge injection current characteristics of the two devices are very similar. In other 
words, the magnitude of charge injection currents shows a very strong correlation to the device 
self-heating temperature as compared to the applied power density. This observation reaffirms 
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the conclusion that device self-heating temperature during the programming operation is a 
significant factor in modulating the charge injection and, in turn, the charge trapping behavior of 
CTTs. 
 
Fig. 3.12. Increase in charge injection current during programming vs. (a) applied power density and (b) channel T 
during the programming operation. 
 
Direct tunneling through thin dielectrics is a strong function of temperature. However, 
given that the HfO2 in the gate dielectric has oxygen vacancies that serve as charge trapping 
centers, the large temperature dependence of the gate current also indicates the presence a Poole-
Frenkel (PF) conduction mechanism [7]. Additionally, Schottky–Richardson (SR) emission [8], 
which is a thermionic emission of an electron jump over a surface barrier, might also possibly be 
present during the CTT programming operation. 
It is found that there is no significant polarity effect on the mean value of device VT’s and 
saturation currents (Fig. 3.13, Fig. 3.14), suggesting that, while some asymmetry might be 
present, overall the trapped charge is fairly uniformly distributed along the channel. The 
corresponding stochastic variation results in a small standard deviation (2.8%) for normalized 
deltas between forward- and reverse-mode reads (Fig. 3.14). Forward- and reverse-mode VT 
(a) (b) 
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measured during a programming operation (Fig. 3.15) and post-program forward- vs. reverse-
mode transconductance (Gm) measurements (Fig. 3.16) also show very little asymmetry, again 
indicating that the trapped charge distribution along the channel is fairly uniform. These results, 
once again, suggest that drain-side HCI is not the dominant charge injection mechanism in CTTs. 
Similar results have been observed for 22 nm and 32 nm SOI CTTs. 
 
 
Fig. 3.13. Reverse- vs. forward-mode distributions for linear and saturation (a) VT and (b) channel currents for       
14 nm FinFET CTTs. 
 
 
Fig. 3.14. Stochastic variation in standard deviation for normalized deltas between forward- and reverse-mode reads 
for 14 nm FinFET CTTs. 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 3.15. Forward- and reverse-mode VT measured during a programming operation for 14 nm FinFET CTTs. 
 
 
Fig. 3.16. Device transconductance vs. VG (at various VD/VS values) for forward- and reverse-mode reads for 14 nm 
FinFET CTTs. 
 
3.4 DATA RETENTION  
To evaluate the charge retention behavior, a set of identical 22 nm planar SOI CTTs is 
programmed at various fixed values of VD to achieve a cumulative ΔVT of ~250mV in each 
device and then stored at an elevated temperature of 85 °C. Retention of the trapped charge in 
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each of the devices is measured by monitoring the device VT’s as a function of time. The 
reduction in VT’s (loss of trapped charge) is plotted as a percentage of the initial values as shown 
in Fig. 3.17. It is observed that retention of the trapped charge shows a positive correlation to the 
programming drain bias, VD.  
Another set of devices with different channel widths (same length) and different channel 
lengths (same width) is programmed using PVRS at VD=1.5V to achieve a cumulative ΔVT of 
~265mV in each device and then stored at 85 °C. The retention of the trapped charge is measured 
as described above and is shown in Fig. 3.18. As can be seen, the trapped charge in wider and 
shorter devices has higher retention. The enhanced charge retention in wider devices is attributed 
to higher self-heating. The enhanced charge retention in shorter devices is attributed to a 
cumulative effect of higher self-heating due to higher power densities as discussed below and 
elevated levels of hot carriers due to higher lateral fields. 
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Fig. 3.17. Percentage charge loss vs. bake time @ 85 °C, for identical devices programmed at various fixed drain 
biases (Wch=1.2 um, L=20 nm). 
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Fig. 3.18. Percentage charge loss vs. bake time @ 85 °C, for devices with various dimensions (Wch x L, as labelled) 
programmed at VD=1.5V. 
 
The higher stability of charge trapped at high (device self-heating induced) temperatures, 
as compared to charge trapping at room temperature [9], [10], can be attributed to the 
fundamental nature of charge trapping and detrapping, which are thermally activated processes, 
wherein the capture and emission times of the trapped charge are directly correlated to their 
activation energies [11]. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.19. At low temperatures, stable traps with 
high activation energies (long capture times) require longer times to be filled (Fig. 3.19(a)). Self-
heating induced high temperature enables access to these stable traps in shorter times, and they 
can be rapidly filled during the charge injection (Fig. 3.19(b)). Localization of self-heating leads 
to rapid cooling (in the ns range) after the programming conditions are removed, preventing 
charge detrapping as activation energies for the same can no longer be achieved, resulting in long 
emission times and enhanced retention (Fig. 3.19(c)). This understanding is consistent with the 
known properties of distributed oxide traps such as oxygen vacancies [11]. 
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Fig. 3.19. Schematic of ‘Capture-Emission Time Maps’ for self-heating assisted charge trapping (adapted from 
[11]). (a) Defects with long emission times / good retention also have long capture times, (b) Capture times are 
reduced at elevated temperatures, and (c) Rapid quenching retains charge in defects with long emission times at low 
temperatures. 
 
The impact of device self-heating during programming is quantified by measuring the 
activation energies (Ea) for charge detrapping as a function of programming VD and self-heating 
temperature. The reduction in ΔVT of devices programmed using various fixed VD values and 
stored at various fixed elevated bake temperatures is monitored with time. A ‘retention time’ 
criteria of 15% ΔVT degrade (tr
15%
) is used and the Ea corresponding to each programming 
condition is extracted from an Arrhenius plot of tr
15%
, a method commonly used in literature [10], 
[12]. The results (Fig. 3.20(a)) clearly show that stability of the trapped charge is significantly 
enhanced by programing at high VD values (or high self-heating temperatures), consistent with 
all previously discussed results and speculation. This is because we are able to fill traps with 
higher Ea at higher programming VD. 
The existence of different types of oxygen vacancy (VO) related electron traps in HfO2 
with various thermal activation energies for both electron trapping and detrapping has been 
discussed in previous literatures [9], [13], [14], [15]. The variation in capture and emission times 
of HfO2 traps has also been directly correlated to the spread in their activation energies [11]. The 
(a) (b) (c) 
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calculated thermal activation energies for oxygen vacancy in its various charge states in 
crystalline m-HfO2 is summarized in Fig. 3.20(b). In amorphous HfO2, such energy levels are 
significantly spread in energy [11].  This is consistent with our findings in the CTT; during 
programming, more traps with higher activation energies for trapping are filled at higher self-
heating induced temperatures (higher VD). Such traps are also likely to be more stable, resulting 
in a higher effective activation energy for detrapping and enhanced stability (retention) of the 
CTT memory element. 
 
Fig. 3.20. (a) Measured activation energies (Ea) for charge detrapping after programming at various VD values 
(stars). Estimated channel temperatures (in °C) due to device self-heating during programming are indicated on the 
top scale. Measured Ea values (triangles) for detrapping after trap filling in the absence of self-heating are shown for 
comparison [10]. (b) Calculated thermal activation energies for detrapping for various charge states of VO in 
crystalline m-HfO2 [14], revealing values ranging from 0.56eV-2.33eV. 
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High-temperature charge retention bake tests performed on 22 nm CTTs show a projected 
10 year charge loss of <25% at 125 °C (Fig. 3.21). Results from 14 nm FinFET CTTs also show 
a projected charge loss of <25% after 10 years at 125 °C (Fig. 3.22). 
 
 
Fig. 3.21. High-temperature data retention bake tests for 22 nm SOI CTTs. Hardware results show <25% charge loss 
after 10 years @ 125 °C. 
 
 
Fig. 3.22. High-temperature data retention bake tests for 14 nm FinFET CTTs programmed using VG=2V, 
VD=1.55V pulses. Hardware results show <25% charge loss after 10 years @ 125 °C. The charge detrapping 
activation energy (Ea), extracted using the conventional Arrhenius model, is ~1.85 eV. 
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The Arrhenius equation can be used to determine the acceleration factor (AF) as follows: 
                                                                                                 (3.1) 
where 
T1 = Operation temperature in Kelvin i.e. the temperature at which the memory will be operated 
T2 = Accelerated stress (bake) temperature in Kelvin 
Ea = Activation energy (eV) 
k = Boltzmann’s constant (8.623 × 10-5 eV/K) 
τ1 = Lifetime at operation temperature 
τ2 = Lifetime at accelerated stress (bake) temperature 
 
Once Ea has been extracted from the high-temperature bake tests (Fig. 3.22) the AF can 
been determined for a particular accelerated stress temperature (T2) and a desired operation 
temperature (T1). Once the AF is known, a back calculation using the Arrhenius equation (3.1) 
and a known reference point (T2, τ2) leads to fairly accurate estimates of data retention lifetimes 
for any operation temperature. Data retention lifetime projections for several operation 
temperatures, calculated using the above described method and hardware results from 14 nm 
FinFET CTTs, are shown in Fig. 3.23. 
 
Fig. 3.23. 14 nm FinFET CTT data retention lifetime projections for several operation temperatures. 
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3.5 CTT OTPM BITCELL ARCHITECTURE AND ARRAY OPERATION 
In this work, a twin-cell architecture is used for the CTT OTPM (one-time programmable 
memory) bitcell where the data is stored on one transistor and read against an identical reference 
transistor. Fig. 3.24 shows a schematic of the CTT twin-cell architecture. For comparison, also 
shown in Fig. 3.24 are schematics of standard SRAM and DRAM bitcells. For programming a 
“1” in the CTT OTPM bitcell, the device corresponding to the “true bitline” (BLt) is 
programmed and, conversely, for programming a “0” in the CTT OTPM bitcell, the device 
corresponding to the “complementary bitline” (BLc) is programmed. After programming, the 
data is read by a common sense amplifier on each pair of bitlines. Schematics of the CTT OPTM 
bitcell in the ‘standby’, ‘program’, and ‘read’ modes along with nominal operation conditions are 
shown in Fig. 3.25. A universal reference, instead of the twin-cell approach, can further increase 
the CTT OTPM array density and is something that is under development.  
 
 
Fig. 3.24. Schematic of the CTT twin-cell. Schematics of standard SRAM and DRAM bitcells are also shown for 
comparison. 
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Fig. 3.25. Schematics of the CTT OPTM bitcell in ‘standby’, ‘program’, and ‘read’ modes along with nominal 
operation conditions. 
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By implementing the fundamental understanding and principles of operation of the CTT 
presented in this chapter, a commercially available CTT one-time programmable memory 
(OTPM) product designed and manufactured in a 14 nm FinFET technology, capable of 
operating at military grade temperatures, has already been deployed (Fig. 3.26). Circuit design 
aspects, including a Differential Current Sense Amplifier (DCSA) used during reads and for 
margining the VT shifts during programming, are discussed in [16]. 
 
Fig. 3.26. 9Mb (6×1.5Mb) CTT OTPM qualification chip photomicrographs. 
 
Shown in Fig. 3.27 are bitmaps of a 14 nm FinFET CTT OTPM array in its native state 
(unprogrammed) followed by a programmed state where a checkerboard pattern has been 
written. 
 
Fig. 3.27. Bitmaps of a 14 nm FinFET CTT OTPM array in its native state (unprogrammed) followed by a 
programmed state where a checkerboard pattern has been written. 
Qualification chip with six 1.5Mb OTPM 1.5Mb (Pre-ECC) OTPM 
Random state (before programming) Programmed State (checkerboard) 
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3.6 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the fundamental understanding of self-heating enhanced charge trapping 
in HKMG CMOS transistors and the corresponding implications for memory applications have 
been presented. For HKMG CMOS transistors used as memory elements (dubbed “Charge Trap 
Transistors” or “CTT”) it is demonstrated that not only the magnitude but also the stability 
(retention) of the trapped charge significantly increases with device self-heating during the 
charge injection process (programming operation). The same magnitude of charge trapping can 
be achieved in much shorter times and/or with lower gate bias and has higher stability (retention) 
when the devices are programmed at higher self-heating conditions. Also presented are 
techniques to optimize the CTT bitcell design to enhance the programming efficiency. In 
particular, how device layout can be manipulated to maximize self-heating assisted charge 
trapping, the fundamental operation principle of CTTs, has been discussed.  
The excellent data retention characteristics (> 10 years @ 125 °C), scalability, and logic 
voltage compatible operation make the CTT technology feasible for implementation as a fully 
integrated embedded non-volatile memory (eNVM) and a potential replacement for existing one-
time programmable (OTP) memory technologies like eFUSE [17] and gate break down anti-fuse 
[18] for chip ID, on-chip encryption, field configurability, redundancy, repair, hardware security 
enhancement, yield improvement, and performance tailoring in HKMG CMOS technologies. 
Moreover, the CTT technology has a cost advantage over all other memory technologies as it 
requires no additional processes or masks. 
While only programming related aspects of CTTs and their application as an OTP 
memory have been discussed in this chapter, CTTs can also be employed as a multi-time 
programmable (MTP) memory, which would of course require erasing the programmed devices 
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efficiently. The technological breakthroughs required for implementation of CTTs as an MTP 
memory in 14 nm FinFET technologies and beyond, with an endurance of > 10
4
 program/erase 
cycles, data retention of > 10 years at 125 °C, and operation capability at military grade 
temperatures are discussed in subsequent chapters. 
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4. CHARGE TRAP TRANSISTORS (CTT) AS A MULTI-TIME PROGRAMMABLE 
EMBEDDED NON-VOLATILE MEMORY 
 
In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated how intrinsic self-heating enhanced charge 
trapping can be exploited in HKMG devices to achieve large and stable threshold voltage (VT) 
shifts that are suitable for non-volatile memory applications. In this chapter, it is demonstrated 
that indeed multi-time programmability is possible for application of CTTs as a multi-time 
programmable memory (MTPM) technology. The underlying principles of operation, key factors 
for operation optimization, challenges, and corresponding solutions are presented. 
4.1 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
A schematic of the basic operation of a CTT memory device is depicted in Fig. 4.1; the 
device VT is modulated by the charge trapped in the high-k dielectric of the HKMG device. The 
reader is reminded that, while schematics of a planar device are shown here for demonstration, 
the same fundamental principles equally apply to FinFET based CTTs, as demonstrated and 
discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
 
Fig. 4.1. A schematic depicting the basic operation of a CTT memory device (equally applicable to planar FET as 
well as FinFET based CTTs). 
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In order to understand the dynamic behavior of charge trapping in CTTs, device VT shifts 
(ΔVT) are first measured as a function of the programming time (tP), as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). 
1.2µm20nm devices (22nm SOI technology [1]) are programmed using gate voltage (VG) 
pulses with a magnitude of 2V while the drain-to-source voltage (VD) is fixed at 1.3V. ΔVT vs. 
stress time with 2V VG pulses and VD=0V (IDS=0) is also shown for comparison between self-
heating enhanced charge trapping at high VD [2] and conventional Positive Bias Temperature 
Instability (PBTI) [3] where there is no channel current flowing and hence no self-heating is 
present. It is observed that ΔVT is dramatically enhanced when the transistor is pulsed at high VD 
[2] and it shows a logarithmic dependence on tP; Programming efficiency is highest at the 
beginning of the program operation and reduces with increasing programming time as more and 
more of the available electron traps are filled. The measured peak power during the program 
operation is ~4mW (Fig. 4.2(b)), which is considerably less than the typical power required to 
program an eFUSE in the same technology (~20mW), allowing us to use smaller driver 
transistors to achieve programming, compared to the eFUSE case. Peak eFUSE power does not 
scale appreciably and can even increase significantly as more refractory metals are used as fuse 
elements. Fig. 4.2(c) shows the calculated energy (EP=∫IDVDtP) required vs. the measured ΔVT 
achieved. As can be seen, as ΔVT increases the energy required to create any additional VT shift 
increases rapidly, which reinforces the message being conveyed by Fig. 4.2(a) i.e. programming 
efficiency reduces as tP increases.  
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Fig. 4.2. (a) ΔVT vs. tP (VG =2V, VD =1.3V). ΔVT for PBTI @ 25
o
C (VG =2V, VD =0V) is shown for comparison. (b) 
Power consumption vs. time during programming. (c) Total energy (Ep=∫IDVDtP) required vs. target ΔVT. 
 
To understand the Program/Erase (P/E) characteristics and the fundamental physical 
mechanisms behind the operation of CTT memory devices, P/E cycling of the devices is 
performed using the Pulsed gate Voltage Ramp Sweep (PVRS) technique (details on PVRS 
discussed in [2] and [4]), with 10ms VG pulses of increasing magnitudes in 10mV increments, as 
demonstrated in Fig. 4.3, for various fixed programming VD values. The very first program 
operation, referred to as ‘initialization’, is unique. This is followed by an erase (‘ERS’) operation 
using negative PVRS and then a re-program (‘PRG’) operation. The source and drain are 
typically grounded during the erase operations. The observed behavior reveals the presence of 
three distinct VD-dependencies which can be exploited in a CTT for an MTPM application; (i) 
As seen during ‘initialization’, ΔVT  has a strong VD-dependence; At higher VD, equivalent ΔVT 
values are achievable at much lower VG. This effect is due to a combination of enhanced 
trapping and trap creation in the HfO2 at higher VD  (stronger device self-heating) as discussed in 
[2], [5], [6], [7] and in more detail below. (ii) For devices programmed at higher VD, longer 
times and/or larger negative VG values are needed to de-trap the charge. Charge trapping at high 
temperature (stronger self-heating at high VD) is more stable and it is more difficult to erase the 
devices. This is consistent with what was reported in [2], where enhanced charge retention was 
(a) (b) (c) 
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demonstrated for devices programmed at higher VD. The slight ΔVT difference between the end 
of the ‘initialization’ cycle and beginning of the ‘ERS’ cycle is believed to be caused by fast de-
trapping of the small fraction of unstable trapped charge in each case, followed by no further de-
trapping until a certain negative bias is applied during the ‘ERS’ cycle. The magnitude of this 
small ΔVT difference is inversely proportional to the programming VD, which is again consistent 
with the relation between programming VD and overall trapped charged stability, as discussed in 
Chapter 3. (iii) The charge trapping behavior changes after the ‘initialization’ operation: this is 
due to the creation of new traps [5], [6], allowing for subsequent programming (‘PRG’) to the 
same ΔVT at lower VG. This phenomenon has also been reported in [8], where an increased rate 
of charge trapping for pre-stressed devices is attributed to new trap creation during the charge 
injection process. In order to verify the above and compare self-heating enhanced charge 
trapping to conventional BTI, PVRS sweeps were also done with VD=0V (Fig. 4.3 inset). It is 
clearly seen that, without the effect of self-heating, (i) for the same VG values, the ΔVT achieved 
is relatively very small, (ii) the ΔVT  is fully recoverable (i.e. traps discharge easily), and most 
importantly (iii) the charge trapping behavior does not change subsequent to the first cycle and is 
repeatable for many cycles, indicating that creation of additional traps is minimal. These findings 
regarding the impact of device self-heating on the magnitude and stability of ΔVT are consistent 
with the findings and conclusions presented in Chapter 3. 
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Fig. 4.3. Measured ΔVT during 1-‘Initialization’, 2-’ERS’, and 3-’PRG’ cycles for various VD values using PVRS. 
Inset shows ΔVT for VD =0V PVRS stress (BTI). 
 
There is an obvious trade-off between trapped charge retention, the ΔVT window, and the 
erase time/voltage needed; Higher programming VD results in more stable VT shifts (better 
retention), as demonstrated and discussed in detail in Chapter 3, but it will take longer time 
and/or higher voltage to erase the cells. In other words, for a given erase time/voltage constraint, 
the ΔVT window will be smaller if higher programming VD is used. Therefore, it is important to 
optimize the operating conditions of the memory cells. Typically, erase times longer than 
programming times are needed to avoid under-erasing and programming times shorter than those 
in the ‘initialization’ operation are needed to avoid over-programming, in order to achieve a 
sufficiently large memory window. It is also advantageous to perform ‘initialization’ at a higher 
VD than that subsequently used during the ‘PRG’ operations to avoid over-programming in 
subsequent P/E cycles. At the same time, VD for programming must be selected high enough for 
the trapped charge to have acceptable retention for the memory application. While this 
discussion provides a general guideline, detailed optimization will depend on device geometry, 
layout, and gate stack properties, all of which affect the charge trapping behavior [2], [7].  
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4.2 PROGRAM AND ERASE OPTIMIZATION AND CYCLING 
To demonstrate the importance of optimizing the program and erase conditions for the 
CTT MTPM, as discussed in the previous section, devices are cycled 20 using unoptimized P/E 
conditions (i.e. P/E conditions are not optimized to avoid over-programming and under-erasing) 
as well as optimized P/E conditions (VD-PRG slightly lower than VD-INIT is used and the number of 
‘PRG’ pulses is limited to avoid over-programming. Longer erase times are used during the 
‘ERS’ operation to achieve maximum ΔVT recovery) for comparison. Post-program and post-
erase ΔVT values for the devices in each case are shown in Fig. 4.4(a). It is clear that, by 
optimizing P/E conditions, over-programming and under-erasing with P/E cycling (which causes 
the memory window to dynamically drift higher, resulting in a shrinking read-margin for the 
“erased” state with respect to a fixed reference read voltage, as seen with unoptimized P/E 
conditions) can be avoided, resulting in significant improvement in the endurance of the memory 
cells. In functional memory arrays, program and erase ‘verify’ schemes are used to further 
optimize the P/E operations. Fig. 4.4(b) shows the post-program and post-erase ΔVT values for 
devices that were cycled 800 using optimized P/E conditions. It can be seen that, even after 800 
cycles, a stable memory window (~120mV in this case) exists.  
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While the ‘initialization’ technique is a cornerstone that enables the implementation of 
CTTs as an MTPM, there is still a need for improvement to the erase efficiency. As seen in Fig. 
4.4(b), while the memory window narrowing can be significantly mitigated using the 
‘initialization’ technique, there is nonetheless a narrowing of the window. Even if the post-
program VT is very accurately controlled using program verify techniques, a drift in post-erase 
VT is still observed. This becomes particularly troublesome as devices are further scaled down 
and the ΔVT windows correspondingly shrink: when the ΔVT window is small to begin with, 
even a small narrowing significantly reduces the number of P/E cycles before the memory 
window is pinched-off, hence significantly reducing the P/E cycling endurance the memory can 
offer. Additionally, it is observed that the erase efficiency in FinFET CTTs is lower as compared 
to planar CTTs: this is likely due to the non-uniform electric-field distribution in the fin 
structure. This effect is demonstrated on 14nm bulk FinFET CTTs (Fig. 4.5). Shown in Fig. 
4.5(a) is P/E cycling with unoptimized P/E conditions. As expected, a drift in both post-program 
and post-erase sense currents (ISENSE) is seen and the memory window is seen to collapse in ~10 
(a) (b) 
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cycles. Shown in Fig. 4.5(b) is P/E cycling with optimized programming conditions (determined 
using the ‘initialization’ technique) and program verify to avoid over-programming. It is clear 
that even when the post-program ISENSE is kept fairly constant, the drift in the post-erase ISENSE 
due to the under-erase after each cycle causes the memory window to pinch-off in ~15 P/E 
cycles or so. It is clear that a different/better erase technique is needed for CTTs in 14nm FinFET 
technologies (and beyond). Indeed, poor erase efficiency - and the consequent low P/E cycling 
endurance - has restricted implementation of the CTT technology as an MTPM in the 14nm 
FinFET node thus far.  
In order to address the erase problem, introduced is a technique called “Self-heating 
Temperature Assisted eRase” (STAR) [9], [10], [11], [12] that dramatically improves the erase 
efficiency, and in turn, the cycling endurance of the CTT MTPM. For the first time, hardware 
results demonstrate an endurance of > 10
4
 P/E cycles, a 1000× improvement, which is adequate 
for most embedded MTPM applications such as hardware security, encryption, firmware, 
configuration, and repair. 
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Fig. 4.5. 14nm FinFET CTT P/E cycling using (a) Unoptimized conditions and (b) optimized programming 
conditions with ‘initialization’ and program verify. 
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4.3 “SELF-HEATING TEMPERATURE ASSISTED ERASE” (STAR) 
Conventional erase operations (Fig. 4.6(a)), typically performed using a negative gate 
bias (VG) of magnitude > |2.5V|, while the source, drain and substrate are grounded, to 
electrostatically emit trapped charge, result in an inefficient erase (Fig. 4.7(a)). Higher voltages 
cannot be used due to gate oxide breakdown concerns. The incomplete erase after each cycle 
causes the memory window to dynamically drift and become narrower, resulting in a shrinking 
read margin (Fig. 4.8(a)). This severely limits the endurance (< 15 P/E cycles) and makes it 
challenging for implementation of CTTs as an MTPM technology, as circuits to dynamically 
change the reference current are difficult to implement. This problem is effectively addressed by 
using the STAR technique. Charge de-trapping in high-k dielectrics is strongly accelerated by 
temperature, usually defined by the Arrhenius model. The STAR technique (Fig. 4.6(b)), utilizes 
the source-substrate-drain structure of the device as a parasitic NPN bipolar junction transistor 
(BJT) to pass a short current pulse through the body of the device during the erase operation. The 
device is biased such that, the parasitic BJT is in the active mode while there is a negative gate-
to-substrate bias (VGX) at the same time, without the need for any negative voltages. The local 
device self-heating caused by the BJT current, in combination with the negative VGX, 
significantly enhances the charge de-trapping process: up to 100% erase efficiency (Fig. 4.7(b)) 
is achieved using lower voltages and shorter time as compared to the conventional erase method 
(100% erase within 1ms using STAR vs. < 50% even after 1s of conventional erase), in turn 
yielding a flat memory window with no narrowing for 10
4
 P/E cycles (Fig. 4.8(b)). 3D finite 
element thermal simulations of the respective bitcell temperatures during the erase operations 
performed using the two methods are also shown in Fig. 4.6(a) and Fig. 4.6(b). Simulation 
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results estimate that steady state T is achieved within ~40-50 ns (Fig. 4.9). The measured I-V 
characteristics of the parasitic BJT are shown in Fig. 4.10.  
The five-transistor STAR enabled MTPM bitcell design is shown in Fig. 4.11. In the 
memory array, each bitcell receives nine wires used to control or supply voltages generated on-
chip from a 2.5V power supply during the modes of operation, shown in Fig. 4.11. The array is 
partitioned such that each wordline has a dedicated source line domain, which isolates the erase 
disturb (charge loss) to the bitcells on a common wordline. The bitcells that are exposed to the 
~2V VX and VD (i.e. bitlines / columns on the same wordline) are sequentially erased due to this 
charge loss condition. However, cells on adjacent wordlines maintain a grounded VX and VD 
thereby avoiding erase disturb. The erase disturb isolation is done using four pFETs (Fig. 4.11) 
passing the voltages only to the row of memory cells that need to be erased. The bitcell pFETs 
are area efficient thin oxide devices, requiring stacking to keep transistors in safe operating 
regions through all modes of operation. 
 
Fig. 4.6. Schematic showing (a) conventional erase and (b) “Self-heating Temperature Assisted eRase” (STAR). 
Corresponding thermal profiles of the bitcells during the erase operations are also shown for comparison. 
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Fig. 4.7. Measured Pre-Program, Post-Program, and Post-Erase ID-VG data with (a) conventional erase and            
(b) STAR. 
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Fig. 4.8. P/E cycling of 14 nm FinFET CTTs using (a) conventional erase and (b) STAR. 
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Fig. 4.9. Transient bitcell temperature vs. time for self-heating (during erase) and subsequent cool-down. 
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Fig. 4.10. Measured I-V characteristics of the parasitic BJT (described in Fig. 4.6(b)). 
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Fig. 4.11. STAR enabled CTT bitcell design and typical operation conditions in 14 nm FinFET technology. 
 
4.4 DATA RETENTION 
High-temperature charge retention bakes, performed on 14 nm FinFET CTTs cycled 
using VG=1.95V, VD=1.55V for programming and erased using STAR, show a projected 10 year 
charge loss of < 25% at 125 °C (Fig. 4.12). The charge de-trapping activation energy (Ea), 
extracted using the Arrhenius model, is ~1.85 eV. This is comparable to the charge de-trapping 
Ea for one-time programmable 14 nm FinFET CTTs reported in Chapter 3. Differential sense 
current (Δ ISENSE) distributions for a 9kb CTT array baked at 125 °C, for up to seven days (168 
hours), are shown in Fig. 4.13. 
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Fig. 4.12. High-temperature data retention bake tests showing a charge loss of <25% in 10 years at 125 °C. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.13.  Δ ISENSE distributions in a 9kb CTT array baked at 125 °C, for up to 7 days. 
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A functional macro with a CTT MTPM array with STAR implementation, designed and 
manufactured in a 14 nm FinFET technology, is shown in Fig. 4.14. Also shown therewith are 
the measured sense currents for programmed and erased states during P/E cycling using STAR. 
A very flat memory window is achieved with low variability in post-program and post-erase 
sense currents. Unlike the CTT OTPM array where a twin-cell architecture is used, the CTT 
MTPM array is composed of single transistor bitcells with a universal reference. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.14. A 14 nm FinFET CTT array and P/E cycling using STAR. 
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Bitmaps of CTT MTPM arrays integrated in 32 nm SOI planar, 22 nm SOI planar, 14 nm 
SOI FinFET, and 14 nm bulk FinFET production technologies are demonstrated in Fig. 4.15.  
 
 
Fig. 4.15. Fully functional CTT eNVM arrays integrated in 32 nm SOI, 22 nm SOI, 14 nm SOI, and 14 nm 
bulk technology platforms: Bit patterns are written followed by an erase and re-write of alternate bit patterns. 
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Fig. 4.16. P/E cycling of 7 nm FinFET CTTs using STAR. 
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4.5 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the fundamental understanding and technological breakthroughs required 
for employing CTTs as a multi-time programmable (MTP) embedded non-volatile memory 
(eNVM) for advanced HKMG CMOS technology nodes are outlined. The “initialization” 
technique, which helps avoid over-programming and consequently reduce memory window drift, 
is introduced. An erase technique, called “Self-heating Temperature Assisted eRase” (STAR), is 
introduced which enables 100% erase efficiency, using lower voltage and shorter time, in turn 
significantly enhancing the P/E endurance of CTTs. For the first time, an endurance of > 10
4
 P/E 
cycles has been demonstrated using CTTs in 14 nm FinFET technology. Data retention lifetime 
of > 10 years at 125 °C and scalability to 7 nm have been confirmed: 100% erase efficiency and 
P/E cycling of 7 nm FinFET CTTs using STAR are shown in Fig. 4.16. Circuit design aspects, 
including sensing techniques, are discussed in [13], [14], [15]. 
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5. MODELING AND RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
 
In this chapter, introduced is a compact model that accurately captures the charge 
trapping behavior in CTTs. The said model explicitly describes the dependence of the resultant 
device threshold voltage shifts (ΔVT) on programming time, the vertical electric field, as well as 
the self-heating temperature during the programming operation and is demonstrated to have 
excellent agreement with a wide range of experimental results; experiments are performed on 
hardware in a 14 nm FinFET technology platform [1]. Nominal nFET devices with a gate length 
of 14 nm and EOT of ~1.3 nm are used. 
A key consideration for the development and adaptation of any technology, in additional 
to performance, is its reliability.  In addition to optimizing design and operation conditions to 
meet the specifications and requirements of any given target application of CTT eNVM, there 
are certain reliability metrics that one must be cognizant of in terms of device degradation and 
breakdown. Gate leakage current, dielectric breakdown, and electromigration are such issues that 
are sometimes encountered in CTT eNVM. The specific concerns and techniques to alleviate 
them are also discussed in this chapter. 
 
5.1 MODELING THE CTT CHARACTERISTICS 
Charge trapping in HfO2 gate dielectric has been studied extensively since the advent of 
HKMG devices. VT shifts that occur due to charge trapping under positive gate bias are referred 
as “Positive Bias Temperature Instability (PBTI)”. Models that fairly accurately capture PBTI 
behavior have been developed over the years [2], [3], [4]. However, the aforementioned models 
do not explicitly capture the effect of self-heating enhanced charge trapping, which is 
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significantly different from the so called PBTI charge trapping as discussed in detail and 
demonstrated by experimental data in previous chapters. In this work, a comprehensive compact 
model for self-heating enhanced charge trapping, using the fundamental framework of the 
existing models has been developed. The said model is shown to describe and predict the CTT 
programming behavior very accurately. 
Time dependence of the charge trapping has been modeled by a power law [2]. A more 
generalized model for ΔVT which allows for characterizing the extrapolated maximum possible 
ΔVT, ‘A’, and the characteristic time constant, τ, of the temporal evolution of the device VT, is 
given by the following expression: 
                                                            ∆𝑉𝑇 = 𝐴. (1 − 𝑒
−(𝑡 𝜏0⁄ )
𝛽
) (5.1) 
This model assumes a continuous distribution in τ, a function of the capture cross section, 
where τ0 is related to the peak in the τ distribution and β is a measure of the width of the 
distribution: The value of β approaches unity as the distribution width decreases i.e. β=1 implies 
that the capture cross section has discrete values with no distribution. Additionally, as can be 
observed from (5.1), the value of ‘A’ gives the saturation level of the ΔVT, the experimentally 
achievable maximum value of which is of course limited by physical limitations such as 
dielectric breakdown.  
β is found to have values between ~0.25 and ~0.5 with programming in the absence of 
self-heating yielding the lowest values and higher temperatures resulting in slightly higher 
values. τ0 is found to decrease logarithmically with programming temperature with values 
ranging between ~10 s (for room temperature programming) and ~20 ms (for high temperature 
programming). ΔVT vs. tP measured from several different bitcell designs and many different 
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programming conditions is shown in Fig. 5.1, with the values of ΔVT calculated from the model 
given by (5.1) overlaid; the model shows excellent agreement with experimental data for a wide 
range of programming conditions (essentially covering all practical operation conditions for CTT 
eNVM) and across all the different bitcell designs. 
The coefficient ‘A’ is a function of temperature (determined by the product of Rth and the 
power, Ich×VD) as well as the electric field (VG). In order to decouple the impact of self-heating 
temperature from the effect of electric field, CTT bitcells with various different layouts (as 
discussed in detail in Chapter 3), and in turn different Rth values, as discussed in the previous 
section, are characterized in detail. In other words, differences in the behaviors of different 
bitcells under identical programming conditions can be attributed to the differences in their Rth. It 
is found that the voltage acceleration of charge trapping (ΔVT) is accurately described by a 
power law. An exponential relationship has been used to model the charge trapping behavior 
before, but such dependence does not describe the behavior well over a wide voltage range [2]. 
The temperature acceleration, however, is found to be accurately described by an exponential 
temperature dependence. ‘A’ can therefore be expressed as follows: 
                                                                  𝐴 = 𝑑. 𝑒𝑔𝑇 . 𝑉𝐺
𝑚           (5.2) 
The value of m, which is gate stack dependent (determined by parameters such as 
interfacial layer and high-k dielectric thickness) is found to be ~7. This is consistent with the 
reported values in previous literatures. The temperature coefficient, g, is determined to be 
~ 2 × 10−2. The coefficient d is determined to be to the order of 10-7, which is expected and 
consistent with hardware results showing very small ΔVT values in the absence of self-heating or 
for small values of VG. The temperature and VG dependencies of ‘A’ (i.e. ‘A’ normalized by the 
VG dependence and temperature dependence, respectively), extracted from experimental results 
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from devices with various different layouts programmed up to the target ΔVT using many 
different programming conditions, are shown in Fig. 5.2 (a) and Fig. 5.2 (b), respectively. 
Overlaid on the same graphs are the corresponding values of normalized ‘A’ as predicted by the 
model given by (5.2); the model shows excellent agreement with hardware data. 
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Fig. 5.1. ΔVT vs. tP measured from different bitcell designs (shown above their respective datasets) programmed 
using (a) various VD, VG=2V and (b) various VG, VD=1.4V (hardware data: colored dots, model: black dashed lines). 
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Fig. 5.2. (a) Temperature dependence of ‘A’ and (b) VG dependence of ‘A’. 
 
5.2 RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
Understanding and addressing device reliability is of great importance in any technology. 
While reliability can be significantly improved by optimizing operation conditions and bitcell 
layout in the CTT eNVM technology, as discussed in detail in previous chapters, issues such as 
gate leakage current, dielectric breakdown, and electromigration are nonetheless sometimes 
encountered. These concerns, and techniques to effectively address them, are discussed here. 
It has been observed that gate leakage current in CTTs increases with increasing 
threshold voltage shift (ΔVT). This is expected, as an increase in trap density in the HfO2 layer 
caused by the stress during the P/E operations results in an increase in SILC (stress-induced 
leakage current) and is explained by trap-assisted tunneling (TAT) through the defects [5], [6], 
[7]. Fig. 5.3 shows the increase in the off-state gate leakage current (IG-OFF) measured as a 
function of ΔVT.  A similar trend is seen for the on-state gate leakage current (IG-ON). It is clear 
that there is a trade-off between the memory window (ΔVT) and the gate leakage current. IG-OFF 
is defined as the gate leakage current when a particular cell in a memory array has a low VG and 
a high VD (a biasing condition that a cell is subjected to when it is not being read but shares the 
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bitline with another cell that is being read). IG-ON is defined as the gate leakage current during the 
read operation of a cell. 
Additionally, since the highest vertical field across the gate dielectric during the 
programming operation is at the source side (VG=high, Vs=0V, VD=high), as expected the 
increase in gate leakage is higher on the source side, as compared to the drain side of the device. 
The preceding has been confirmed with reverse- vs. forward-mode reads: a forward-mode read 
(where VGS=high and VGD=low) results in a higher IG-ON as compared to a reverse-mode read 
(where VGD=high and VGS=low). The opposite is of course true for IG-OFF, which is higher in a 
reverse-mode read as compared to a forward-mode read. Since the sum of IG-OFF from all devices 
sharing the same bitline in an array impacts the total signal-to-noise-ratio, IG-OFF can limit the 
number of wordlines per bitline and in turn the array bit density. Therefore, read conditions 
favoring lower IG-OFF are generally preferred.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.3. Off-state gate leakage current measured as a function of the CTT threshold voltage shift (ΔVT). 
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While IG-OFF and IG-ON at any read condition are several orders of magnitude smaller than 
the channel current, the maximum target ΔVT nonetheless needs to be considered. The target 
ΔVT, which ultimately depends on the particular application and corresponding memory window 
and data retention specifications, is typically ~100-120mV for most digital applications requiring 
10 year data retention at 125 °C.  Similarly, the optimized read conditions will depend on the 
particular array design, sense amplifier design, and application.  
The SILC level and the SILC generation rate strongly increase with the applied voltage 
[6]. In addition, the total time under high bias stress is also a factor that contributes to SILC and 
gate dielectric breakdown. By optimizing the CTT bitcell design and operation conditions and 
implementing innovative techniques such as STAR [8], as demonstrated and discussed in detail 
in Chapters 3 and 4, the required biases, currents, and times for P/E operations can be reduced, 
which in turn significantly alleviates device reliability and breakdown concerns and drastically 
improves the P/E endurance of the CTT MTPM. 
Relatively high levels of current through the device, flowing in the same direction, during 
the programming and erase (using the STAR technique) operations can cause electromigration in 
some CTT bitcells, particularly the source contact metal.  Additionally, a relatively high field on 
one side of the device during the program as well as the erase operations causes time-dependent 
dielectric breakdown (TDDB) concerns. These issues can cause random bit failures in CTT 
memory arrays and must be addressed in order to improve the reliability of the CTT eNVM 
technology and reduce the number of ECC bits required. 
A high channel current during the CTT programming operation is required to enable self-
heating enhanced charge trapping. At the same time, a high current during the erase operation 
(i.e. the STAR technique) is absolutely necessary for the CTT MTPM; an endurance of > 10
4
 P/E 
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cycles has been demonstrated using the STAR technique (as compared to an endurance of          
< 15 P/E cycles using the conventional erase method). To further improve the endurance of the 
CTT eNVM as well as reduce the random bit failure rate, the AC-STAR (“Alternating Current 
Self-heating Temperature Assisted eRase”) [9] technique has been developed. 
Like in the STAR approach, AC-STAR employs self-heating in the device by utilizing 
the source-substrate-drain structure of the CTT memory cell as a parasitic BJT to pass a short 
current pulse through the body of the device during the erase operation, while simultaneously 
enabling a negative gate-to-substrate bias.  However, the AC-STAR approach alternates the bias 
direction between the source and the drain i.e. the emitter and collector terminals of the parasitic 
BJT are alternated. This technique has three major advantages: (i) electromigration is mitigated, 
reducing the random bit failure rate significantly, (ii) the erase efficiency and reliability is 
improved due to a more uniform erase, and (iii) the risk of breakdown due to the gate-to-drain 
bias is reduced as the high bias is now shared between gate-drain and gate-source due to the 
alternating bias. Moreover, gate dielectric breakdown probability (caused by TDDB) is reduced 
due to reduced high voltage stress time. Other intrinsic parameters such as gate leakage currents 
are also benefitted. 
Implementation of the AC STAR technique almost completely eliminates the 
electromigration issue. A TEM cross section of a 14 nm FinFET CTT that has broken down due 
to electromigration of the source contact metal (W) at some point during the P/E cycling is 
shown in Fig. 5.4(a). A TEM cross section of a 14 nm FinFET CTT, cycled 10
4
 times using the 
AC-STAR technique, demonstrating no signs of electromigration is shown in Fig. 5.4(b). Indeed, 
the random bit failure rate and correspondingly the CTT memory array yield are observed to 
have been significantly improved by implementation of the AC STAR technique. 
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Furthermore, like in the AC-STAR technique, the high bias node can also be alternated 
between the source and the drain of the CTT during the programming operation. This technique, 
called “AC Programming” or “AC-PRG”, further alleviates gate dielectric breakdown concerns 
by alternating the high potential difference between gate-drain and gate-source during the 
programming operation. 
Further details on the STAR, AC-STAR, and AC-PRG techniques, including circuit 
implementations, can be found in [8] and [9]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.4. (a) TEM cross-section of a 14 nm FinFET CTT showing electromigration of the source contact metal (W). 
The electron current flows during the STAR operation are depicted by arrows. (b) A TEM cross section of a 14 nm 
FinFET CTT, cycled 10
4
 times using the AC-STAR technique, demonstrating no signs of electromigration. The 
bright regions in the left-side images are W. Elemental analyses of the respective cross-sections are shown in the 
right-side images wherein the W is displayed in blue color. 
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5.3 SUMMARY 
A compact model that can be used to accurately characterize and predict the charge 
trapping behavior in CTTs is introduced in this chapter. The model explicitly describes and 
decouples the electric-field and self-heating temperature dependencies of charge trapping in 
CTTs, which is also applicable to charge trapping in HKMG devices in general. Such a compact 
model is useful for optimization of operation conditions as well as bitcell design of the CTT 
eNVM. Excellent agreement between the model and experimental data from several different 
bitcell designs and a wide range of programming conditions, covering all practical operation 
conditions for CTT eNVM, has been demonstrated.  
Also included in this chapter is a discussion on reliability concerns such as gate leakage 
current, dielectric breakdown, and electromigration in the CTT eNVM technology. Innovations, 
such as STAR, AC-STAR, and AC-PRG techniques, that significantly alleviate the said concerns 
are demonstrated.  
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6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OUTLOOK 
 
The Charge Trap Transistor (CTT) is a novel embedded non-volatile (eNVM) technology 
that turns as-fabricated standard logic transistors into multi-time programmable memory 
elements for advanced high-k/metal (HKMG) CMOS technology nodes, without the need for any 
additional processes or masks. The fundamental device physics and principles of operation of 
CTTs and viability of the CTT eNVM technology for commercial applications have been 
demonstrated in this work. By implementing the fundamental understanding, principles of 
operation, and innovations presented in this work, a commercially available CTT eNVM product 
that is capable of operating at military grade temperatures has already been deployed. 
Implementation of CTT eNVM has been demonstrated in 32 nm SOI planar, 22 nm SOI planar, 
14 nm SOI FinFET, and 14 nm bulk FinFET production technologies. Scalability of the CTT 
technology to 7 nm nodes has also been demonstrated. 
The CTT technology employs as-fabricated standard logic transistors as eNVM elements 
by exploiting the phenomena of self-heating enhanced charge trapping. The fundamentals of 
self-heating enhanced charge trapping in HKMG CMOS transistors and the corresponding 
implications for memory applications have been analyzed in detail. It is demonstrated that the 
magnitude as well as the stability (retention) of the trapped charge is significantly enhanced with 
device self-heating, making the resultant device threshold voltage shifts (ΔVT) large and stable 
enough for non-volatile memory applications requiring high-temperature operation: data 
retention lifetime of > 10 years at 125 °C has been demonstrated. Also presented in this work are 
techniques to optimize the CTT bitcell design for enhancing the programming efficiency. In 
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particular, how device layout can be manipulated to maximize self-heating assisted charge 
trapping is discussed.  
Furthermore, the fundamental understanding and technological breakthroughs required 
for employing CTTs as a multi-time programmable memory (MTPM) for advanced HKMG 
CMOS technologies are presented. The “initialization” technique, which helps avoid over-
programming and consequently reduce memory window drift, is introduced. An erase technique, 
called “Self-heating Temperature Assisted eRase” (STAR), is introduced which enables 100% 
erase efficiency, using lower voltage and shorter time, in turn significantly enhancing the P/E 
endurance of the CTT eNVM. 
Also included this work is a compact model that accurately characterizes and predicts the 
charge trapping behavior in CTTs. Additionally, reliability concerns in the CTT eNVM 
technology and techniques to effectively address those concerns have been discussed. 
Potential applications of the CTT technology include hardware security, reconfigurable 
on-chip encryption key storage, firmware, BIOS, chip ID, configuration memory, redundancy, 
repair, performance tailoring, and field configurability. Moreover, the CTT array in its native 
(unprogrammed) state measures very well as an entropy source for potential PUF (Physically 
Unclonable Function) applications. As demonstrated in Fig. 6.1, the hamming weight, intra-
instance hamming distance, and inter-instance hamming distance are all very close to an ideal 
entropy source. Implementation of CTT arrays as PUFs for authentication, identification, anti-
counterfeiting, secure boot, and cryptographic IP is another area of strong interest and active 
investigation. 
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In addition to the numerous digital applications, CTTs can also be utilized as an analog 
memory for applications like neuromorphic computing for machine learning (ML) and artificial 
intelligence (AI). CTTs demonstrate excellent analog memory characteristics: the ΔVT can be 
modulated, with a high resolution, back and forth within the memory window (Fig. 6.2). Indeed, 
researchers have already proposed several viable applications of CTTs as an analog memory [1], 
[2], [3], [4]. A CTT neural network based analog inference engine is expected to be significantly 
more energy efficient than digital inference engines and with similar performance. The inference 
accuracy of a CTT based analog inference engine has been shown to be significantly better than 
any other analog inference engine (using PCM, Memristor, RRAM, etc.) published thus far [2]. 
Additionally, being a three-terminal device with a high subthreshold slope i.e. a large 
change in output current for a small input voltage change, operation in the subthreshold region 
results in a large signal ON/OFF ratio which makes the CTT suitable for general purpose 
subthreshold logic applications. 
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Fig. 6.1.  (Top panel) A 14 nm FinFET CTT array in its native state. (Bottom panel) Hamming weight, intra-
instance hamming distance, and inter-instance hamming distance all show a nearly ideal entropy source. Tests were 
performed on 354 Mb of data from 59 different chips. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.2. Demonstration of the CTT as an analog memory. ΔVT is modulated back and forth, 1000 times, between 0 
and ~200mV in ~2mV increments. Each small dot represents a unique ΔVT level and each color represents a 
different program or erase cycle. 
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In summary, the CTT technology is a 100% logic compatible eNVM solution (plug-in 
technology) that offers the following demonstrated advantages and features: 
 No additional processing or masks needed 
 Re-programmable: > 104  P/E cycle endurance demonstrated 
 Logic compatible voltage operation: ~2V max  
 Scalable: feasibility down to the 7 nm node demonstrated 
 High operation temperature range: -55 to 125 °C 
 Robust data-retention: 10 years @ 125 °C  
 Secure 
 Digital as well as analog memory applications 
 
Extension of the CTT eNVM endurance beyond 10
4
 P/E cycles and further improvement 
of the P/E efficiency i.e. lowering the required power and/or time for each P/E operation will 
require further innovation and are subjects that warrant further research work.  
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